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THE MASTER

EXPERIENCE
By	Geoffrey	Hoppe

I had a mystical lucid journey experience recently. It was one of those deep 
inner experiences that defies logical explanation.  I won’t even try to describe 
the experience here because it was far too personal. I also think I would go 
crazy if I tried to put it into words. Even as I’m starting to write this article my 
computer is suddenly going bizarre on me, like the energies are too much for 
it (and possibly me) to handle. 

I haven’t had a lot of deeply mystical journeys, maybe less than a few dozen 
in my life. Being a channeler, you’d think I’d have them on a regular basis but 
channeling is my job. My profession is multidimensional communications, but 
that doesn’t mean I have a steady stream of lucid journeys. I wish there was a 
better word or phrase for this than “lucid experience” or “spiritual journey.” 
A quick search of the Internet equates lucid experiences with dreaming, but 
I know the difference between a dream and what I experienced. This type of 
breakthrough has a distinctive clarity than surpasses anything in a dream, and 
is even more real than my waking human state of being.

It was an otherwise uneventful day. Linda and I were at Manly Beach just 
outside of Sydney, Australia. The workshops were done and we had a few free 
days before we headed back to Colorado. We woke up early that morning to 
enjoy coffee on the patio while watching the sun come up over the ocean and 
the surfers riding the big waves. We went to breakfast at one of our favorite 
outdoor cafés, and then stopped at the grocery store before heading back to 
our hotel. We worked on emails for a few hours because it was early evening 
back home and the Crimson Circle staff needed input and answers before 
they went to bed. Then mid-afternoon we decided to go to the hotel pool 
for a swim and snooze. The pool was devoid of any other guests, so we had 
a lazy and quiet swim before sinking back into the chaise lounges for a little 
closed-eye relaxation. 

I remember hearing two cockatoos screeching as they flew overhead. 
Cockatoos are beautiful and intelligent white parrots but they make an irritat-
ing cawing noise. I was thinking about this strange contradiction of beauty 
and beastliness when suddenly I felt myself in a swirl of inner energies. Instead 
of things getting foggy they actually got more clear. Instead of feeling like I 

http://crimsoncircle.com
mailto:jeant@crimsoncircle.com
mailto:jeant@crimsoncircle.com
http://creativeaspects.net
mailto:support@crimsoncircle.com
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was falling asleep I felt as though I was waking up. I was still aware 
of everything in my 3D reality. I could hear the sound of the waves, 

street noises and people talking from their hotel room balconies. It 
wasn’t as though one reality was displaced by another, but rather 
that the inner journey experience was overlaid on top of the 3D 

experience.

It felt like a huge door was open to an inner world that is always 
there, but rarely accessed. The experience lasted for about 30 min-

utes, but within the experience there was timelessness. 
There was no fear or confusion, no wondering or mental 
analysis of what was happening. The human Self was not 
trying to control or steer the experience; it was remark-
ably calm and reserved. I assume that it knew better than 

to interfere with something so pure.

During the experience I recall Linda talking to me a few 
times. I replied as my human self but wasn’t distracted in the least 

from my experience. The two realities were taking place simultaneously. I 
didn’t wonder how this could be because in the moment I knew this was the 
way it should be. This was the “and” Adamus talks about. 

This experience didn’t suddenly end after 30 minutes. Instead, I felt the 
strong desire to jump in the swimming pool to feel the cool refreshing water 
surround me. I held my breath and floated underwater for long periods of 
time. I could feel the experience integrating into my body and mind, all with-
out effort or will. It was as natural as natural can be. My mind was unusually 
quiet. It wasn’t trying to figure anything out, it wasn’t questioning itself or me. 
It was suspended in acceptance just as my body was suspended in the water.

The energies of the experience lingered the rest of the afternoon. When 
Linda and I went to dinner that night I had no desire to talk about it or even 
think about it but yet I was still bathed in its afterglow. The energies are still 
lingering more than a week later. A few times I felt the desire to try to “recall” 
the specifics of the experience but then I feel a gentle hand within stopping 
me from doing so. Rather, I am just allowing the feeling of the experience to 
be with me.

I know that many readers have had transcendental experiences. That’s why I 
wanted to write about it in my column. In the past, the euphoria of the experi-
ence was often followed by sadness or dismay. After a short period of higher 
consciousness, the limitedness of human reality came back in like a thick gray 
fog. After a venture into freedom and openness, the doors of the zoo cage 
closed in once again. In the aftermath of such a profound experience, you’d 
begin to wonder if you were just delusional or making it up. You’d try to 
recreate the experience, but because it was from the mind it would lack the 
authenticity and purity of the original experience. 

The days following such an experience could be hell. You would want to be 
“there” and know that “here” was but a sliver of reality… a dull and mundane 
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sliver at that. You’d find yourself staring at blank walls, filled with a deep long-
ing to open up again and wondering why you couldn’t. The mind would jump 
in and question the legitimacy of the experience, but in your heart you’d know 
it was real… And even if it wasn’t, you’d want this for your new reality anyway. 
You’d look at other people and wonder if they ever had such an experience, 
and if you could talk to them about yours, but you already knew the answer. 
They hadn’t had such an experience, and there wasn’t anyone you could talk 
to about yours. You wanted to cry, and run, and scream. Part of you wished 
you’d never had the experience because of the torment it was now causing 
you, but what you really wanted was to live and breathe and play in this expe-
rience forever more. But it was gone now, like a lover who disappears in the 
middle of the night without so much as a goodbye note. You wait, longing 
for their return, but days turn into months and you begin to wonder if there 
ever was a lover.

My computer is acting crazy again. 
It won’t save my file and the little 
“one moment please” ball keeps 
spinning as it tries to figure out what 
to do. Energies can be pretty literal 
at times. Deep breath. Years ago I 
would have thought that Spirit or 
something was trying to tell me not 
to write this article. Now I know it’s 
just an energy adjustment period. 
The computer has to adjust to my 
energies. I hit the “save” button 
again and everything is back to nor-
mal. Now I have to chuckle. What the 
hell is normal anyway?

You’re going to have new con-
sciousness experiences of your own. 
It comes from opening your Master 
Sense. You’ll know it’s happening 
because it will have clarity and purity 
beyond everyday human life. It won’t 
push out 3D reality but rather co-exist 
with it. Unlike cosmic experiences in 
the past, it won’t suddenly disappear, 
leaving you in a void. It will slowly 
integrate into every cell in your body, 
and into every thought in your mind. Afterwards you won’t feel a sense of 
separation and longing, but rather an infusion of life and expansiveness. It 
won’t feel like a dream; it will make your old reality feel like the dream. You 
won’t need to do anything other than accept the experience and walk on with 
your life. It’s what you’ve been waiting for, and it’s here.
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FEATURED EVENTS

Join us for our first time on the Big Island of Hawaii, together 
with Adamus Saint-Germain. Topics will include • BON, the 

backdrop of creation • Beyond Time and Space 
• Consciousness versus Thought • Light Body 
& Mind Integration

BON	ADVENTURE
Hawaii , 	HI, 	USA	•	Apri l 	10–14,	2016

THE	THRESHOLD	
Vernon,	BC,	Canada	•	March	20–25,	2016

The	Threshold	is a premium Crimson Circle event based on what Adamus 
Saint-Germain calls The Threshold of Enlightenment. According to 

Adamus, our journey on the spiritual path has 
encompassed many lifetimes, but now we hesitate 
at the threshold of the realization of enlightenment.

There’s never a dull moment with Geoff, Linda, Adamus and the live 
audience at the Crimson Circle Studio! Tune in for over three hours 

of information, laughter, New Energy and intrigue.

UPCOMING	MONTHLY	MEETINGS	
Louisvi l le, 	CO,	USA	•		

March	5,	Apri l 	2,	May	7,	July	2,	2016

AHMYO	RETREAT
Tuscany,	 Italy	•	 	May	28	–	June	1,	2016

The Ahmyo Retreat is for Shaumbra who are ready to leave behind 
the illusion of power, the rigors of duality and the limitations of men-

tal constructs. Adamus challenges attendees to go 
beyond self-compromise in order to break through 
into Ahmyo.MORE INFO

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/bon-adventure-hawaii-april-2016.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-threshold-vernon-canada-march-20-25-2016-application.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-ahmyo-retreat-italy-may-2016.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-ahmyo-retreat-italy-may-2016.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-threshold-vernon-canada-march-20-25-2016-application.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/bon-adventure-hawaii-april-2016.html
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE	VISIT	CRIMSON	CIRCLE	STORE	FOR	MORE	INFORMATION	ON	THESE	EVENTS.

NOTE:		 Not	al l 	events	may	yet	be	open	for	registration;	 	
	 	 Crimson	Circle	Angels	receive	advance	notice

	

	

MARCH
03	 Teacher	Council	Meeting	 	 Online
05	 Monthly	Webcast	&	Shoud	 Louisville	&	Online
12			 Keahak	V	 	 	 Online
20				25	 The	Threshold	 	 	 Canada
26	 Keahak	V	 	 	 Online
31	 Teacher	Council	Meeting	 	 Online

2016

APRIL
02	 Monthly	Webcast	&	Shoud	 Louisville	&	Online
10			14	 BON	Adventure	 	 	 Hawaii
16			 Keahak	V	 	 	 Online
30	 Keahak	V	 	 	 Online

JUNE
04	 Monthly	Webcast	&	Shoud	 Munich	&	Online
05	 A	Day	with	Adamus	 	 Munich
11			 Keahak	V	 	 	 Online
25	 Keahak	V	Finale	 	 	 Louisville	&	Online
30	 Teacher	Council	Meeting	 	 Online

JULY
02	 Monthly	Webcast	&	Shoud	 Louisville	&	Online
16	 Keahak	VI	 	 	 Online
30			 Keahak	VI	 	 	 Online

MAY
05	 Teacher	Council	Meeting	 	 Online
07	 Monthly	Webcast	&	Shoud	 Louisville	&	Online
14			 Keahak	V	 	 	 Online
20			25	 The	Threshold	 	 	 Italy
28	 Keahak	V	 	 	 Online
28			01	 The	Ahmyo	Retreat	 	 Italy

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
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D I S R U P T I N G 
THE HUMAN

A t some point or another on the path of enlighten-
ment, or indeed at many points in between, one 
can expect that their life will change drastically. 

This is my unique story of that process...

I am an adventurer. 

A lover of life and of the wonder to be found in new experiences. 

However, in my younger years, I slowly suppressed this natural spark and 
found my way into complying with the system. I admittedly started develop-
ing a “Type A” personality:  Hard worker, perfectionist, excelled in school, 
spent countless hours dancing and playing piano… I basically knew how to 
put in effort to get the results I wanted. As the years went by, it wasn’t long 
before I realized that although I had done everything “right” according to 
society, it all felt horribly wrong. Everything inside me felt stifled and was 
screaming for change: There must be something more to life than this.

The spiritual search began. And then, I was introduced to the Crimson 
Circle, right around the time Adamus came in, Sir Freedom himself. With 

By	Tess	Henry
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his encouragement, and the beautiful guidance of the 
Keahak program, I felt the stirrings of the adventurer 
reawaken, and a passion for truly living life took over. 
Suddenly, I simply knew it was time. Time to take back 
my freedom. 

Without any expectations, I resigned from my teaching 
job, moved to Colorado, and allowed a whole new, joyful 
life to manifest. Living my dreams was becoming my real-
ity, and before I knew it, the pirate within was once more 
commanding the ship. With nothing holding me back, I 
set my sails toward freedom and world travel. There were 
no limits, and in this radiant space, no fear. 

I took my soul by the hand and invited her to join 
me. We dove into sensuality together, her presence 
and awe heightening each experience. We walked the 
pyramids and temples of Egypt, the lush landscapes 
of Kauai, spent five months on horse farms throughout 
Europe, and recently spent three months in Greece, Italy, 
Slovenia, and the sacred lands of Israel. We danced to 
the music of many nations, feasted at the tables of many 
cultures, and toasted in many languages. We swam in the 
tides of many seas, and soaked up every bit of sensual 
joy the human experience is known for.

As in all adventures on this Earth plane, these journeys 
certainly were not without their challenges and bumps in 
the road (to the perfectionists’ horror), but for the most 
part, I was amazed at how allowing had brought forth a 
synchronicity, a flow of life. And I suppose as the human 
will do, it had been building an expectation that this was 
how enlightened life would remain. 

But quite unexpectedly, that gnawing feeling started to 
reemerge – there simply must be something more. There 
was an expansion in consciousness happening. A coming 
into maturity. And with it, a longing to go beyond. 

It was with a dose of humility that I realized I was 
nowhere near as aware as I thought. My human had 
falsely assumed that the toughest parts of enlightenment 
had passed. But what happens after a creator consciously 
commits to going powerless, to honoring and releasing 
ancestry? A shift occurred. Human desires were no longer 
in alignment with soul desires. My human’s reality was 
about to be disrupted. 

After returning home this past summer, my human 
assumed life would resume as normal. The template 

went as follows: Work full time as a therapist 
for Autistic children, earn money, joyfully travel 
the world, come home, repeat. Only this time… 
“Houston, there is a problem.” 

It just so happened that this template had run its 
course. I was tired of the cycle of highs and lows. I 
was ready to return to my essence, to claim my inher-
ent crystalline nature. And this required disconnect-
ing from the outside energies that had been feeding 
me; disconnecting from feeding others. 

Life started unraveling. There had always been 
a certain comfort level for me in the linear push/
pull world of creation. Whereas I used to focus on 
a potential, then successfully apply effort to bring it 
into manifestation, the reverse was now occurring. 
Things I chose to focus on were no longer falling into 
place. In fact, they were falling out of place. Things 
I had felt as clear potentials were coming out com-
pletely different than expected, if at all. 

And that is when my human started having a prob-
lem with this whole phase of enlightenment. She 
started protesting quite loudly, kicking and screaming 
at times, for this was not fair. She wanted to keep per-
fecting her zoo cage but found she simply couldn’t. 

On one level, I sensed that anything falling away 
no longer served me. So whenever frustration would 
rise, I would use it as a signal to breathe and allow. 
I would talk to soul, ask for clarity. What is going 
on here? Now that the question had gone out, the 
answer could be revealed. 

My soul extended her hand, and this time invited 
the human on a journey. A journey into the beyond.

In that safe space, an expansion occurred. The soul 
broadened my perception and instead of a singular, 
narrow focus, I could suddenly see layers of energies 
on many levels.  I was shown that every experience, 
no mattering how shattering to the human, was 
appropriate, was in fact a gift. 

In choosing the powerless life, I had opened the 
door for a whole new layer of ancestral beliefs to be 
revealed. Voices and aspects of the past emerged 
from under the rocks. I had no idea just how many 
of my patterns were based on ancestry, on survival – 
working hard, staying in the box, being a “good girl,” 
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obeying the rules. They were resisting giving up what 
they saw as a service to me, a protection. The voices 
tried every angle – sweetness, anger, fear, intimidation. 
Breathing into the I Am presence, I acknowledged and 

everything I had to serve and protect the rise in con-
sciousness on the planet. In full compassion, it was time 
to stop viewing the world as something that needed fix-
ing. After rounds of tears and a heartfelt goodbye, I let 

those vows go. 

And so, my human was left standing bare, 
raw. Gone were the identifications, the outer 
purpose, the sense of belonging. Everything 
it knew had fallen away. No major posses-
sions, no job, no travel plans, no relation-
ships, no outer creations bursting through. 
Zero distractions. 

When I asked about this rawness, this scream-
ing from within, she showed me that I had re-
created the original wound. The original fear of 
going back into “nothingness” that occurred 
after the Wall of Fire. Who am I now, in this dark 
abyss of no-thing? And then, the answer…

I AM EVERYTHING. I EXIST!! Rediscovering 
this was a profoundly beautiful experience. 
With tears of recognition streaming down my 
face, I needed nothing outside of myself. 
Facing the nothingness will scare the hell out 
of the human, who is built upon survival and 
identity. But when the I Am presence radiates 
and allows the human to feel its mastery, to feel 
the infinite, true existence, it will bring forth the 
purest love ever encountered. Unconditional 
love.  A love without attachment, without need. 

Suddenly, my perspective shifted. I looked 
around and realized how well-sustained I was. 
Instead of secluding myself in a cold, dark cave 
like the mystery schools of old, I had allowed 
these shifts to happen in the luxury of my bed-
room, in a beautiful condo with a mountain 
view. I had a reliable car available. I had an 
amazingly conscious roommate who happened 
to be an excellent cook. I had enough money in 
the bank to cover my bills. I had been receiving 

abundance in new ways and allowing energies to serve 
me. I had indeed created exactly what I desired – an 
abundance of freedom. If only that human could’ve just 
relaxed and enjoyed it more instead of doubting and 
worrying about the future. 

I have to smile at my dynamic soul. Although a bit 

allowed them to move into freedom, and they indeed 
came home. 

I was astonished to observe my attachment and agony 
in giving up spiritual family vows. Throughout some 
traumatic physical and emotional experiences orches-
trated by the soul, I clearly saw lifetimes of responsibility, 
of holding energy, of hiding ancient wisdom, of giving 
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Freedom…	Now	What?
New from Adamus and Jim Self!

Cosmic	Conversations
Discussion between Masters

What	would	you	tell	them?
Highlights Walk On Shoud 6

Merabh	into	TimeSpace	and	
Timelessness
From Walk On Shoud 5

Merabh	of	No	Place
From Walk On Shoud 5

extreme, she gave that “Type A” perfectionist quite a ride. Pulling the 
plug on everything that kept her zoo cage up and running, then pulling 
out her orientation of time and space will most definitely cause the human 
to become very disturbed. Anxiety starts firing from both the mind and 
body, resisting what it has never before encountered. Passions fade, and 
periods of balance are never found in the same place twice. Let’s just say 
the urge to scream was a constant companion. I’m pretty sure I could’ve 
legitimately checked myself into a psych ward. Walks in nature, salt baths, 
and periods of music and silence were my saving graces. 

Then, unexpectedly, a flash of awareness. An opening in perspective. A 
burst of creativity. A sense of lifetimes occurring right beside me. Periods 
of total emergence with the I Am. Everything is alive, radiant; I can FEEL 
at a depth never experienced before. Time bends, landscapes pulse. And 
suddenly, SMACK – a rubber band snaps me back into density. Ouch. 

Soul extends her hand once more. Breathe. Allow. Be still. Know that 
this period, while maddening, is actually an amazing experience. It’s allow-
ing an entirely new operating system. Creator abilities are being trans-
formed, just as cells are being transfigured. The crystalline is emerging. 

I am once more an explorer, a pioneer, only now on the inner planes. 
I am creating my own dimensions; playing with potentials never before 
brought forth. And I sense the more I expand and play, the more it will 
start grounding into this reality. I may not know what is happening, but I 
know it is happening. That is inspiring. That is trust. 

I truly know that the effect of expanding my consciousness is undeni-
able. It is allowing new inventions to be realized, a new world to come 
forth. A world of freedom for those who choose it. 

In the meantime, why not have fun with the density of the world and 
mass consciousness? For I am finally clear enough in myself to answer the 
age-old question, “What do you do for a living?”

I take a breath. 

“Well, I Am an Ambassador of Freedom. I LIVE for a living.” 

Tess Henry is currently a professional pioneer of consciousness, 
enjoying her abundance of freedom and exploring multi-dimensional 
existence. She loves observing how energy works, writing, long walks 
in nature, coloring and creating beauty, listening to music, singing/
dancing/acting in her bathroom mirror, imaginary play (by herself 
and with Autistic children), and most of all, laughing. While she holds 
degrees in Business Administration and a Master’s in Education, she is 
most proud of her honorary degree in Curiosity and her adventurous 
spirit. If you’d like to connect with Tess, you can find her on Facebook 
or at tesshenry22@msn.com. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/TheCrimsonCircle/videos
https://youtu.be/AMyMtm2JUz8
https://youtu.be/hd_4zqU_r14
https://youtu.be/5fX5fsaibII
https://youtu.be/8vZt0qvTef0
https://youtu.be/vMwSA3__i-M
mailto:tesshenry22@msn.com
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FREEDOM... NOW WHAT?

Everyone says they want to be 
free, but many are not ready for true 
freedom or the responsibility that 
comes with it. Once you are free, 
what will you do? How will you live?

Ever since getting stuck in a crystal 
for what seemed like eons, Adamus 
Saint-Germain has been dedicated 
to the cause of freedom throughout 
his many subsequent lifetimes. In 
this dynamic presentation, he shows 
the way and invites you into your 
own freedom.

Supported by his nightly com-
munication and collaboration with 
the archangels, Jim Self has worked 

of getting caught in a crystal – and 
how he finally got out – Adamus, 
together with Metatron and others, 
asks the all-important question: Are 
you ready for freedom? He then 
guides a merabh for feeling into 
your own freedom, and talks about 
Grace – what it really is and how it 
pertains to freedom.

Session	2 (44:24) – Jim talks about 
how we got to this state of being un-
free, and how to get out of the third-
dimensional box we find ourselves 
stuck in (much like Adamus’ crystal). 
He explains how our stories keep 
us locked in until we’re ready to be 
done playing the game, move into 
Present Time and step into freedom. 
He also talks about the energies that 
are affecting Earth and human con-
sciousness right now, and the many 
struggles for freedom that are hap-
pening around the planet.

Session	 3	 (48:45) – Adamus 
explains what it means to be a 
free being, a being of “sovereign 
domain.” He then gives the core 
of the entire message: “Freedom 
occurs when you accept that you 
have never done anything wrong.” 
It is the belief of having done wrong 
that creates your prison. Adamus 
defines what freedom really means, 
leads another deep merabh and 
then explains what you might expe-
rience as you release yourself into 
freedom.

Session	4 (41:24) – Jim talks about 
how the “rational mind” keeps us 
in limitation by accepting countless 
untrue definitions of “who I am.” 
He expands on how to come into 
Present Time and how that gives 
you the opportunity to make a true 
choice, and then allow yourself into 

NEW CRIMSON CIRCLE CLOUD CLASS!
When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

AND GEOFFREY & LINDA HOPPE

with thousands of individuals over 
many years to release themselves of 
limitations and internal constraints. 
Together with Adamus, he now 
offers practical tools to take those 
final steps into freedom.

Introduction (13:30) – Hosted 
by Linda Hoppe, Jim Self and 
Geoffrey Hoppe welcome listeners 
to “Freedom… Now What?” 

Session	1	 (55:49)	– Adamus talks 
about how true freedom is so much 
more than just improving one’s life, 
what he calls “making your cage in 
the zoo a little better.” After tell-
ing a detailed version of his story 
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COSMIC CONVERSATIONS

freedom. Jim then leads a deep experience of being in 
Present Time and disentangling yourself from all that 
doesn’t serve you.

Session	5 (56:14) – Adamus returns with a reminder of 
the absolute simplicity of freedom, then shares the four 
basic tenets of true freedom. He explains how humans 
live “by association” and how that brings inherent limita-
tion, and then explains how to “dissociate” yourself into 
freedom. With one last merabh, Adamus reminds you to 
simply allow the “and” of freedom.

Session	 6	 (44:49) – Jim talks more about the “and” 
of freedom and how to play with and experience it in 
Present Time. He then guides an experience of building 
a “platform” from which you can experience yourself as 
a free being. After the experience Jim asks, “Now what? 
How will you choose?” 

Session	7 (13:26) – In this short wrap-up segment, Jim 
and Geoff discuss the amazing material brought forth 
by all the energy of Adamus, Metatron and others. They 
mention how seductive the old habits of limitation can 
be, and the secret to returning to our choice of freedom.

Format: Streaming video and audio

Cost: $95

Crimson Circle Cloud Class Event

• Streaming Audio/Video  
(non-downloadable)

• You will have 90 days from date  
of subscription to access the  
audio, video & text

Please, review the Technical Requirement 
FAQ’s for online access before subscribing.

Subscriptions	are	nonrefundable

A DISCUSSION AMONG MASTERS

After recording Freedom… Now What? Jim 
Self and St. Germain share a conversation 
about some of the most interesting topics of 
today, including:

• Manifesting and creation as TimeSpace 
moves through you

• The effects of gravity on consciousness, 
energy and emotions

• Allowing vs power games

• The Venturi effect and antigravity

• The convergence of technology and mind 
capabilities

• How this convergence affects the fusion – 
or separation – of New Earth and Old Earth

• Manufactured (non-ancestral) bodies and 
how to inhabit them

• and more 

           Watch on

MÁS	INFO	-	ESPAÑOL

FREE	DOWNLOAD
MORE	INFO	-	ENGLISH

Available by March 3, 2016

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/cosmic-conversations-timespace.html
https://youtu.be/hd_4zqU_r14
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES
When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

MÁS INFO  –  ESPAÑOL

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION

Most Cloud Classes will 
remain available indefinitely. 
You have 90 days streaming 
access from the date of pur-
chase (or from the date of 
broadcast, if applicable). 

We also provide online 
English transcripts and text 
translations when available. 
We hope you enjoy these 
essential offerings from 
Adamus Saint-Germain!

We’ve gone beyond awakening; now is the time to live 
as realized Masters. Transfiguration is about how our 
biology is bringing light into every cell of the body. 

Adamus says that it’s like rebuilding one’s entire car 
while speeding down the road at 90 mph. We are going 
into polymorphosis, becoming many at the same time. 
It is a huge transformation – no wonder we’re feeling it 
in our tissue and organs and bones.

The Master’s Life – Transfiguration includes five sessions 
with four consciousness-shifting merabhs during the 
sessions. Are you ready?

THE MASTER’S LIFE – PART 1: TRANSFIGURATION

MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

Broadcast: Now Playing

Cost: $195

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES

• Ancestral Freedom

• Addiction Unplugged

• Consciousness Revolution

• This is Yours: Going Beyond the Noise

• New Earth Update

• Timeless

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-master-s-life-chapter-1-es-transfiguration.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-master-s-life-chapter-1-transfiguration-3524.html
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When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.
CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES 

MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

MÁS INFO  –  ESPAÑOL

“Why do you think people use anything or everything 
in order to satisfy their own self in this otherwise con-
stantly abundant, all providing, all beautiful, all giving 
universe? In my experience of working with those 
in addiction, it’s become very obvious that in every 
single case the individual has not discovered that 
they are fully deserving of everything that this life can 
bring to them.” – John Flaherty

“Sooner or later you’re going to have an addiction, and 
you might as well have fun with it. You might as well 
enjoy it. However, if you feel that you’re a prisoner to 
your addiction, if you feel that it has power over you, 
then maybe it’s time we take a real look at addictions, 
what they are and how to move beyond them, if you 
choose. Maybe by the end of this you’ll choose actually 
not to move beyond them, to actually embrace them in 
a new and different way. But I give you a hint right now, 
the minute you do, the minute you stop fighting that 
monster, it tends to go away.” – Adamus Saint-Germain

ADDICTION UNPLUGGED

Broadcast: Now Playing

Cost: $300

MÁS INFO  –  ESPAÑOL

What is holding you back? Why does it seem so hard 
to change your body, your mind and your life? It is 
probably the countless energies and programming that 
come from your ancestral lineage, both human and 
angelic. Our biological, mental, emotional and even 
spiritual reality has been built on the past, affected by 
our human and angelic bloodline. 

Considered core Crimson Circle material, Ancestral 
Freedom is essential for anyone who has chosen 
embodied realization. Ancestral energies influence your 
thoughts, biology, beliefs, habits, tendencies and 
more. Releasing them is one of the most important 
– and most difficult – steps into enlightenment. This 
information holds the key for truly letting go, and the 
profound guided experiences will go much deeper than 
you expect.

ANCESTRAL FREEDOM

MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

Broadcast: Now Playing

Cost: $95

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/c-120-online-events.aspx
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/c-120-online-events.aspx
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/addiction-unplugged-event-online-english.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/addiction-unplugged-event-online-spanish.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/ancestral-freedom-es.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/ancestral-freedom.html
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S haumbra have truly done a lot of internal work to 
integrate trauma, drama, aspects and viruses by 
experiencing many wonderful workshops such as the 

Sexual Energies School (SES), Aspectology, and listening to 
DreamWalks like Journey to the Crystal Caves, Releasing 
Emotional Wounds and many more. But even with all this 
work, it seems that money and abundance is still the #1 
topic for most. People are literally still victimized by money 
despite the release of being a victim on so many other 
levels. Why is that so? What aspect or story is still able to 
press this hot button when it comes to money? We are 
literally swimming in oceans of abundance, so much that 
it is almost difficult to NOT be abundant. But wait! Maybe 
it has something to do with the fact that most people still 
live through an aspect that thinks it has to survive. And yet, 
with all the knowledge, with all they have done, why do 
they still believe and even trust this voice? Why do they still 
think that this aspect is right?

So here is my humble opinion on that – and by the way, if it 
pushes some buttons, I’m really happy about 

that! This is all about deactivating all our 
buttons, so discovering, accepting and 

By	Birgit	Junker

VICTIMIZED 
BY  

MONEY?

integrating them is one of the most valuable things we can do. Therefore it is the biggest 
growth someone can make by thanking the people who push their buttons. In fact, 
I recently had the absolutely fantastic experience of attending a 4-day event where 
people were smiling, laughing and congratulating each other when someone said, 
“Oh, I guess I pushed some buttons during lunchtime.” They would say, “That’s awe-
some! Good job, what a blessing for the other person!” And I thought, “Wow, what 
an extraordinary group of new energy people” for that’s exactly when magic and 

growth and abundance can happen! It was so very different from what I knew before, 
where people almost apologize for pushing someone else’s buttons or holding back in 
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order to NOT push anyone’s buttons or even apologize 
when their own buttons got pushed. Now, all of a sudden 
there was absolutely no room for whining or complaining 
anymore because the others wouldn’t buy into your story. 

And now, back to my humble opinion about the 
money thing: It is just a story! It’s a story people keep 
telling of lack of self-worth, of commitment, of excuses, 
of not taking responsibility, of “why” and “why not”; it’s 
a story of staying in the zoo – no more, no less. Most 
people still buy into their own stories of lack, of not 
enough, of whatever, but the story is just not important 
anymore. If you buy into that story, it keeps you small 
and dense and you start to believe it is true.

I learned a really important lesson when it comes 
to money and abundance: Money itself is only a (man 
made!) symbol for abundance, designed to keep people 
small, busy, unsatisfied, always searching for something, 
always in need of something. Most of all, it keeps them 
struggling in the story of “having to get money to ful-
fill the needs of the stories.” And it can only work with 
those who still don’t really feel and own the true “I Am,” 
who still really don’t know the true, deep and literally 
mind-blowing meaning of “I Exist.” They still listen and 
act according to whatever story their various aspects are 
telling them. It is the typical “Yes, but …” when the mind 
jumps in to prevent Spirit from taking over. And yet, if 
they would allow their own Self to step in, the story would 
become meaningless and the abundance would truly 
take care of itself. It’s something the aspects will never 
figure out, but that’s a good thing.

If someone experiences this profound shift in con-
sciousness, there will never, ever be a question or a strug-
gle anymore. Why? Because once you truly feel and own 
and embody the multidimensional meaning of “I Exist” 
you will automatically and instantly feel and know that 
you are abundance, that you are swimming in oceans of 
abundance, that it cannot be any different and that it has 
very little to do with money itself. And in that moment – 
because you can now feel it in every atom of your being – 
you are so overwhelmed with true and deep joy that you 
will radiate this joy, and it will attract all the abundance 
you truly are. And it will happen in many magical ways, 
because you don’t care anymore and because it is not 
artificially made up by thoughts.

When you finally realize and feel your true beingness, 
now it is difficult to NOT be abundant because you see 

and feel things so very different to what you thought you 
felt before, back when some annoying aspects were try-
ing to give you artificial feelings and constructs about all 
their mind concepts of lack. Now it is real and you will 
immediately know the difference, for this is when your 
Master Sense is opening up! This precious sense cannot 
be manipulated by words, pictures, thoughts, opinions, 
belief systems and, most of all, your aspects and stories! 

If people hang on to stories – “I don’t know how to 
change” or “It’s their fault” or “This is just how it is” – 
they stay in the zoo, trusting their stories (aspects) and 
their limited 3D human senses rather than their true 
Self. That’s why it is so very important to simply choose 
and allow. Money is only a story, a beautiful game. It is 
absolutely great to play and to have fun with it, and it 
automatically will come to you in so many different ways 
the moment you truly radiate your true Self. It simply can-
not be any other way! But along as one is living a false or 
artificial self, a construct made up by stories and aspects, 
you will be limited and therefore attract in limited ways. 

The Master Sense knows exactly when it is artificial or 
real because it can sense beyond the spoken word and 
the given picture. It is the “I Know That I Know” sense 
which cannot be tricked or manipulated. Once you allow 
it, you will never buy into your own or anyone else’s 
stories of lack anymore, and that’s when you will be truly 
overwhelmed with abundance in any and every possible 
way – because it just can’t help it. It has to be there. 

True abundance is the vastness of colors we own, 
caused by the essences of all the experiences we made. 
The story itself was never important, it was simply the 
wrapping of the essence. No need to get stuck with 
the wrapping, but rather taste, allow and integrate its 
essence, just like when you eat a bar of chocolate. You 
throw away the wrapping and enjoy the chocolate itself. 
That essence is what we finally bring along with us 
when crossing over to the other side – not the money, 
not the success, not the failure, not the house, nothing 
material whatsoever, but the many, many colors of our 
various experiences. This is what it’s all about. This is true 
abundance, the true nature of the I Am, the I Exist, the 
Consciousness we are – and so much more …

Birgit	Junker,	Consciousness	Coach,	Realization	Coaching,	
www.White-Pegasus.de

http://www.White-Pegasus.de
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OPEN TO ALL SHAUMBRA, AS WELL AS KEAHAK GRADUATES

Announcing	Keahak	VI:
A one-year advanced program

with Adamus and Saint-Germain.
Applications	now	being	accepted.	

Keahak is a one-year program, designed by Adamus Saint-
Germain, for the realization of your “I Am” consciousness into 
your daily life.

This will be our 6th year of Keahak, which has been recognized 
as one of the most impactful and beneficial Crimson Circle pro-
grams for Shaumbra who are committed to embodied enlighten-
ment in this lifetime. 
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The Keahak program is always renewed. No two Keahak 
programs have been the same, and many Shaumbra 
continue to participate year after year because of the 
uniquely deep and transformational experience of the 
yearlong Keahak journey with Adamus and St. Germain.

During two online sessions per month, and in between 
sessions, Adamus works personally with all Keahakers on 
various aspects of their lives, and the realization of their 
embodied enlightenment. The sessions feature a 15 – 20 
minute opening discussion with the Keahak Advisors 
(Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe, Alain Bolea and Dr. Douglas 
Davies), and then a full 45 – 70 minute channeled session 
with either Adamus or St. Germain. These sessions are 
recorded and accessible at any time.

In addition to the bi-monthly sessions, Dr. Douglas 
Davies (aka Dr. Doug) and Linda Hoppe host a monthly 
online program called Living in Keahak to discuss and 
review the recent Keahak channels. Dr. Doug has an 
extraordinary intuitive ability, that, when combined with his 
vibrant sense of humor, provides a deep and practical level 
of understanding of the Keahak sessions. Living in Keahak 
will also be recorded, so you can listen at any time.

We are pleased to announce that Keahak VI will begin 
in July 2016. Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe will formally 
introduce Keahak VI at the March 4 Monthly Meeting & 
Webcast, and explain more of the details. 

This intense one-year program with Adamus and St. 
Germain includes:

• Two channeled sessions per month

• Access to the House of Keahak VI exclusive website 
for connecting with other Keahakers, gathering for the 
sessions, and listening to recordings 

• The monthly “Living in Keahak” show with Dr. Doug 
and Linda Hoppe

• Connecting with an amazing group of fellow travelers 
on the path to embodied enlightenment

• A party and webcast at the end of the Keahak VI year

Language: English 

TUITION

No payments are required until you have been 
accepted into the program. 

• First Time Keahak: Annual Cost $1,500

• Keahak graduates: Annual cost $1000

Single Payment:   

Single payment: $1,500 at registration

($1,000 at registration for Keahak graduates)

Or	Installment	Payments:

   First Time Keahak: 5 installments of $300 

   Keahak Graduates: 5 installments of $200

Installment due dates:

April 15, 2016

May 15, 2016

June 15, 2016

July 15, 2016

August 15, 2016

At least 3 installments will need to have been made by 

June 15, 2016 before you can access the program.

Notes:

• Applications are now being accepted.

• Once your application has been accepted you will 

receive a link to make your selection of payments. 

• There will be an orientation session on July 1 for anyone 

who is new to a Keahak program.  

• The first Keahak VI session with Adamus will be on 

July 16.

• Recordings of all Keahak VI sessions are available to 

Keahak participants in the House of Keahak at any time. You 

do not need to listen to the bi-monthly channels live since 

these are available as streaming audio.

• There are no written transcripts of the channels. It is 

therefore necessary that you have a good understanding of 

spoken English
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I was one of those people who doubted that Adamus 
Saint-Germain even really knew who I was. Keahak 
showed me he knew me intimately and loved me dearly. 
It is truly a one-on-one experience with Beloved St. 
Germain, exactly what I was wishing for, for so many 
years. If you want to have a close and endearing rela-
tionship with him, come on board with Keahak - you will 
never regret, nor ever forget, the experience. – KG

I have never told anyone anything about the Keahak 
experience other than that I have had an amazing experi-
ence with myself and with other Keahakers. – EA

For me it is such a profound experience far beyond the 
Shouds. I like the different levels of depth and repetitive/
new ways I integrate the wonderful experiences, aware-
nesses, and feelings. – JV

It was a great experience of being each day more 
aware of myself. The support of the participant’s energy 
creates a safe space to deepen the experiences so we 
could enjoy more freely the light from home. It is a great 
personal journey! – RB

The Keahak program was life-changing for me as far 
as understanding who I am and what I want from life. 
I would highly recommend it for anyone interested in 
enlightenment and coming to understand that “they 
exist” as I found that within me. – SO

It’s actually hard to remember life before Keahak. I find 
that Keahak really brings me into the experience of living 
as an embodied master on Earth. Keahak is so supportive 
to my journey. The monthly Shouds feel like the basic 
information and supportive energies, while Keahak is on 
such a higher, more refined level. – RZ

It has been beyond words. I have been though life 
changes with Keahak and it was my link to my sanity. – JV

If you are ready and willing to “RETURN TO YOURSELF” 
while remaining in this physical reality then Keahak is for 
you. – RC

APPLY FOR KEAHAK VI

Click here for more information  

My experience in Keahak Life is beyond words; life 
changing day by day, expansion of awareness, joy of life, 
sensual feeling and new experiences out of Time, a new 
perspective of the reality with a wider vision of the world, 
people and everything in general. – CF

For me it was a deep commitment to my spiritual 
expansion. It became a part of my every day life and still 
is. And I got the pleasure of a closer partnership to St. 
Germain. – AT

I have told everyone that Keahak III was one of the 
greatest gifts I could have ever given to myself. – HT

It is so supportive of my ongoing realization. The infor-
mation isn’t available anywhere else, and the safe space 
allows me to experience that information. All I can say is 
I love it. – AA

When I thought I was alone in my difficult times... 
Keahak messages reminded me that I’m not alone. We 
are all going through the shift in our own way because 
of our individual experiences and yet they all fit into the 
loving reminders from St. Germain. – SS

Insights from previous Keahak participants:

KEAHAK: APPLIED CONSCIOUSNESS

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-keahak-vi-project-application.html
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Monthly tips to help you make the most of your Crimson 
Circle online experience.

PASSWORD DOESN’T WORK?

This tip is for when you sign in to your account in the Crimson 
Circle Store and get an error message that your login information 
is invalid.

When this happens, click the words “Reset Your Password?” (click 
to see example)

Enter the e-mail address that you use for the CC Store, then click 
“Submit“ (click to see example)

Within a few minutes you will receive an e-mail that looks some-
thing like this:

Dear Customer,

There was recently a request to change the password for your 
account.

If you requested this password change, please click on the follow-
ing link to reset your password: https://store.crimsoncircle.com/
customer/account/resetpassword/?id=1234XYZ

If clicking the link does not work, please copy and paste the URL 
into your browser instead.

If you did not make this request, you can ignore this message and 
your password will remain the same.

After successfully clicking the link above, your screen will look 
like this.

Enter a new password using numbers and characters. Do not use 
symbols. 

Then click the “RESET A PASSWORD” button.

This will take you to your account “My Dashboard” page. 

Be sure to keep your new password in a safe place! C
C

 T
IP

S

i

Geoffrey Hoppe

Keahak Staff

Linda Hoppe

Alain Bolea

Dr. Douglas Davies

http://screencast.com/t/RMkdT4bwhw
http://screencast.com/t/ZewFnj3YfN
http://screencast.com/t/C1NwFj6EjMta
http://screencast.com/t/C1NwFj6EjMta
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AHMYO RETREAT

Just about every Shaumbra 
knows the meaning of Makyo. 

But Ahmyo? Ahmyo is the point where life is graceful, joy-
ful and abundant. It is a natural state of being that brings 
your Creator consciousness to the forefront.  It comes 
through trust and allowing, without effort or struggle. 
Ahmyo, our true nature, has been hidden for so long by 
doubt, mental programming and beliefs in limitation but 
now in the New Energy era it is available to those who 
choose it. 

Join Geoff, Linda and Yoham for a heartfelt and inspir-
ing four days in Siena, Italy for The Ahmyo Retreat: Living 
in Abundance & Grace. We’ve selected a charming resort 
in the beautiful Tuscany countryside to enhance the 
Ahmyo experience. Each day starts with lively Adamus 
sessions and the sacred music of Yoham. Afternoons are 
free for you to relax and integrate, or to explore the local 
area. There are also a variety of optional activities such 

LIVING IN ABUNDANCE & GRACE

MAY 28 – JUNE 1, 2016
MONTERIGGIONI (SI), ITALY (TUSCAN REGION)

FEATURING

ADAMUS SAINT-GERMAIN

GEOFFREY & LINDA HOPPE

AND LIVE MUSIC WITH

YOHAM

as massages in the hotel’s wellness center, Vespa tours or 
hot air ballooning. On one of the evenings we’ll gather 
before dinner for a deep integration session. We’ll have 
a Welcome Dinner on the first evening and a Farewell 
Dinner on the last evening.

This very special Ahmyo Retreat is for Shaumbra who 
are ready to leave behind the illusion of power, the rig-
ors of duality and the limitations of mental constructs. 
Adamus will challenge attendees to go beyond self-
compromise and negotiation in order to break through 
into Ahmyo. There are no pre-requisites for The Ahmyo 
Retreat but it is intended for those who are committed to 
embodied enlightenment. 

Now imagine this: Springtime in the Tuscany country-
side; a private retreat with Shaumbra from around the 
world; deep and intense sessions with Adamus Saint-
Germain; and harmonic music with Yoham. It’s already 
beginning to sound like Ahmyo! 

THE  
AHMYO  
RETREAT
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Attendee	survey	results	from	previous	Ahmyo	Retreats:

ADAMUS CHANNELS

94% - Excellent 
6% - Very Good

PRICE

75% - A very good value for the money 
25% - Just right 

HOW HAS THE EXPERIENCE AFFECTED YOU?

74% - Life changing

25% - A good, positive experience

1% - OK

WOULD YOU RECOMMEND THE AHMYO 
RETREAT TO SHAUMBRA?

99% - Yes

1% - No

Language:	

All sessions conducted in English. Italian translation will 
be available for an additional fee if needed. The fee will 
be approximately $200 but will depend on the number 
of users. 

Registration	Cost:

$995 USD early bird through April 10, 2016

Regular price $1295 USD after April 10, 2016

Includes:	

• Retreat registration cost

• Welcome and Farewell dinners

• Breakfast

• 90-day access to e-Reader transcript (available 
a few weeks after the event)

Pay	on	your	own:

• Airfare and transportation to/from Borgo San 
Luigi

• Lodging

• All other non-included meals

• Recreational activities

Cancellation policy: 

25% cancellation fee through March 29, 2016

50% cancellation fee after April 28, 2016

Nonrefundable after May 13, 2016

AHMYO EVENT – MORE INFO

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-ahmyo-retreat-italy-may-2016.html
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A s you’ve no doubt noticed by now, Crimson 
Circle has a brand new website! It was launched 
in conjunction with Adamus Saint-Germain’s 

February 14 Special Message to Shaumbra, at 12:01 AM 
on Valentine’s Day, and you can be sure that was an excit-
ing night for the Crimson Circle staff. This is no ordinary 
organization and our website is one of the most complex 
we’ve ever seen. Starting in late summer 2015, we had 
numerous brainstorming – and heart-storming – staff 
meetings to design and co-create a site that would be 
elegant, simple and easy to use. And, we’re happy to say, 
it’s now easier than ever to find what you’re looking for. 

If you haven’t already, we hope you take time to 
explore the new site. And we would also like to point out 
a few extra special areas.

HOME – Every single day you will find a different and 
inspiring quote from Adamus, Tobias or Kuthumi. What a 
great way to start or end your day!

HUB – This is the page where all the most important 
items are listed, from the Channel Library to the Live 

Monthly Webcast to Advanced Studies classes and more. 
Also in the HUB you will find:

Febuary 14, 2016 Special Message – The beautiful 
and long awaited message from Adamus about the 
new Crimson Circle.

Core Materials – These are some of our favorite mes-
sages, the ones that we feel are essential for every-
one on this journey.

Free Classics – Some of the best presentations ever 
– and absolutely free!

NEWS – This is the place to see what’s going on. Here 
you can find Shaumbra Magazine, easy-to-share individu-
al articles, including the popular ProGnost Watch, What’s 
New and more. Most important under NEWS is:

Latest Hot News – Check here often for up-to-the-
minute announcements and information. You can 
also leave comments on the website here.

YOUR NEW WEBSITE

https://www.crimsoncircle.com/
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/HUB
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Library/The-Channel-Library-Series
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Hub/Live-Webcast
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Hub/Live-Webcast
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Events/Advanced-Studies/Advanced-Studies-Classes
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/adamus-message
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Hub/Core-Material
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Hub/Free-Classics
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/News
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/News/Shaumbra-Magazine
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/News/Other-Articles
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/News/Prognost-Watch
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/News/Whats-New
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/News/Whats-New
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/News/Latest-Hot-News
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Facets of Wisdom – Appearing at random, the next 
bit of inspiration from Shaumbra might be exactly 
what you need.

Crimson Circle Creed – To remember why we’re here, 
or to share with someone who wants to understand 
what Crimson Circle is all about.

In Memoriam – A very special page to honor 
Shaumbra who have moved on from the Old Earth. 

There are many more places to visit on the Crimson 
Circle website, and nearly all the content has been rewrit-
ten and updated. We hope you come back often to partic-
ipate in the beautiful energies created by all of Shaumbra. 

In this unique and wholly virtual organization, the web-
site is our collective Home, where you are always welcome.

EVENTS – Whether you want to join Adamus, Geoff & Linda 
at a live event, attend a teacher-presented class or enjoy one 
of the many online presentations, you’ll find it all here.

LIBRARY – This easy to use page contains the entire 
library of more than 16 years of monthly Shouds. Each 
Series has its own page where you can read, listen or watch 
these precious messages. In the Library also look for:

Live Monthly Webcast – The heart of Crimson Circle 
and always free to access online.

YouTube Videos – This handy page lists all the recap 
and merabh excerpts from the monthly Shouds. You can 
also visit our YouTube channel to see many more videos.

MORE – This is one of the most interesting areas of 
the website. You can read all About the Crimson Circle 
company and staff, learn about the Crimson Circle 
Angels program, access the International websites, find 
Community information and more, including:

Special Rooms – Breathe in the serenity in the Quiet 
Room or meet together in the Master’s Room during 
the full moon.

The new website is now also more mobile-friendly.

https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/Special-Rooms/Facets-Of-Wisdom
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/About-Us/Crimson-Circle-Creed
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/About-Us/Memoriam
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Events
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Library
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Library/Live-Monthly-Webcast
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Library/YouTube-Videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheCrimsonCircle/playlists
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/About-Us/Welcome
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/Angels
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/Angels
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/International
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/Community
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/Special-Rooms
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/Special-Rooms/Quiet-Room
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/Special-Rooms/Quiet-Room
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/More/Special-Rooms/MasterS-Room
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

DÉJÀ VU 

By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

We humans like our linear reality. We enjoy timelines that show 
a sequence of events, To Do lists where we can check off our 
accomplishments, clocks to let us know how much of the day 

remains. There’s a satisfaction in going from point A to B to C, and shortcuts 
are great as long as they get us “there” a little faster. Whether we want prog-
ress and evolution or a return to the “good old days,” it is always with refer-
ence to what (we think) came before and what might be ahead. 

However, the more I watch the world these days, the more I notice a famil-
iar feeling, as if we’ve been through this before. There’s a sense of déjà vu, 
something recognizable in the unknown. Maybe Solomon was right when he 
said, “What has been will be again, what has been done will be done again; 
there is nothing new under the sun.”

Here’s an example. Stories about Atlantis can really pull at our heartstrings. 
Humans tend to romanticize the past and Atlantis was like our first love. It was 
amazing, groundbreaking, magical… and then horrifying in its spectacular fail-
ure. Civilization made incredible progress, we learned so much about energy, 
consciousness and life on Earth, and the innate longing for Home felt close 
to fulfillment. Then, as Tobias tells in the Sexual Energies School, the energy 
virus came to life and the power games began. Lust for power overshadowed 
the promise of transformation. Egalitarian society gave way to things like 
mental control and domination, dishonor of the rising feminine energy and 
widening disparity between the have’s and have not’s. And, even though we 
came together in the Temples of Tien to work toward a compassionate solu-
tion, eventually we saw our dreams crash and burn. 

http://biblehub.com/ecclesiastes/1-9.htm
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Does any of this sound familiar? To me, the similarities 
between then and now are striking. There are many who 
strongly desire to create an inclusive and compassionate 
society, and many others who are passionately devoted 
to the rule of power, fear and exclusion. Feminine energy 
is blossoming all over the world, right alongside a deter-
mined effort to put it back under control. Creativity and 
intuition are on the rise, along with an ever-narrowing 
definition of what is “normal.” 

And here we are again, this time gathering in our virtual 
“temple,” learning about consciousness and energy and 
wondering if the rest of the world will catch up before 
they blow up. We’re even looking at the potential of 
stepping half a dimension away into our own world – 
safe, unseen and untouched by all the power games. 
New Earth anyone? Once again we face the dilemma: do 
we stay and try to make a difference, or step away and 
leave them to it? It can feel very personal because we’ve 
been there, done that, and have the scars to prove it.

Over the last several weeks I’ve had days of unbeliev-
able heaviness and darkness, as if storm clouds were 
blocking out the sun of consciousness. I have spent days 
engulfed in profound sadness, with nothing to blame it 

on and no story to explain the tears; just pure unattached 
sorrow. I think it’s because we’ve been here before, and 
I might be picking up on other humans’ unconscious 
“Here we go again” desolation. To we who like the linear 
idea of progress, it can be discouraging to think we’re 
stuck going in circles. But, I feel there’s more to it than 
that. There’s a reason it’s all happening “again.” 

I’ll never forget an experience during a sacred tour 
with Shaumbra in Egypt. Visiting a very unique temple 
at Kom Ombo on the Nile, we learned that it focused 
on the integration of duality, something not seen in 
other temples. Whoever built this massive structure 
took great care in depicting the union of masculine and 
feminine, human and divine, light and dark. It made a 
huge impression on me and brought up the question: if 
we had this understanding thousands of years ago, why 
did we have to go through all the pain and suffering 
since then? And the answer came: It was for the experi-
ence in order to embody the wisdom. And now here we 
are, integrating these dualities, not in a stone temple 
in the desert but in the temple of our Self. We had the 
knowledge but not the experience, so we played it out 
in order to internalize the wisdom.
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I believe it’s the same with pretty much everything. Our soul isn’t trying to get somewhere 
or achieve some kind of completion; we’re going through the cycles of desire, creation, 
experience and wisdom. It starts with the desire to know and understand, which inspires 
setting up a creation in which to play out and experience the dynamics that ultimately bring 
wisdom ... which might then generate a new desire, but let’s get through this cycle first! So 
when you feel overwhelmed with all that’s going on, just breathe it in. That’s the wisdom 
coming home, the whole reason you’ve been here all this time. 

Now, here’s something else that may feel familiar. That Master Sense that Adamus has 
been talking about? It’s not some cool new trick we’re learning or evolving into. It’s our for-
gotten Self. How do you suppose ‘reality’ was perceived before you came to Earth? How do 
you experience yourself between lifetimes or in the high angelic realms or even in those wild 
dream states the mind can’t interpret? How do you think we interact on the New Earth? In 
the Ascended Master’s club? In the No Place? You can be sure it’s not through our eyes and 
ears and hands, but it IS very familiar.

Think of playing Monopoly, the popular game 
of buying, selling and getting ahead. You have 
the game board, the things you want to accom-
plish and the setbacks you experience, all gov-
erned by very clear rules. The little car or hat or 
shoe or whatever object you chose as your game 
piece is like your body. It can move forward, pass 
Go, get a lucky shortcut, be sent to jail, etc., but 
its abilities and “senses” are limited to the game. 
When you end the game and go back to your life, 
it’s limitations are forgotten because your exis-
tence is about more than going in circles around 
the board, trying to win. 

To state the obvious, your human self is the 
object you created to get around the game board 
of Earth. Its senses are limited by the rules of the 
game, even though your real existence is so much more. Allowing the Master Sense is sim-
ply remembering the rest of your reality. It’s not new or something you “achieve.” You’ve 
been there before and used it before. The Master Sense is your natural state, unlimited by 
the artificial confines of the game, and as you release yourself back into it, there might be 
a curious sense of déjà vu. Oh, and guess what? This time your little game piece doesn’t 
have to go back in the box. It is waking up too, coming alive and expanding to become 
part of the True Self. 

This time around is different. Familiar as it is, the board itself is changing, we’ve loaded the 
dice, and it’s just a game. Humanity isn’t going to get it right this time, because we didn’t 
get it wrong before. It was just an extraordinary experience. Some of us are waking up from 
the game, remembering why we played it and allowing the ‘and’ – which means you can still 
play the game and head out to party in the garden. But remember, trying to get the little 
Monopoly train to take	itself out to the sunshine isn’t going to work. Just go out there your 
Self, bring the little guy if you want to, and you’ll remember exactly how it works. 

You’ve done it all before.
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ASPECTOLOGY®	
SCHOOL

March 19–21, 2016 
Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom 
Daniela Eichberger and Lloyd Spencer

April 15–17, 2016 
Coal Creek Canyon, Golden, CO, United States 
Joep Claessens and Jean Tinder

May 13–15, 2016 
Sacramento, CA, United States 
Iwona Wirkus

June 24–26, 2016 
Budapest, Hungary 
Timea Thomazy

July 1–3, 2016 
Bad Honnef, Germany 
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

July 29–31, 2016 
Rodgau–Hainhausen, Germany 
Karin Hoyer

August 19–21, 2016 
Silkeborg, Denmark

April 2–3, 2016 
Cascais, Portugal 
Raquel Miranda and Ruud den Turk

May 14–15, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

April 15–17, 2016 
Budapest, Hungary 
Timea Thomazy

April 22–24, 2016 
Warsaw, Poland 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

May 2–4, 2016 
Warsaw, Poland 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

March 18–20, 2016 
Budapest, Hungary 
Timea Thomazy

April 12–14, 2016 
Bucharest, Romania 
Carmen Mihaela Rivalet and Mirela Ghenea

April 29–May 1, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

June 10–12, 2016 
La Tour–de–Trême/Fribourg, Switzerland 
Jutta Bosch

March 5–7, 2016 
Adelaide, Australia 
Margaret Wild

March 7–9, 2016 
Dijon, France 
Jean–Pascal Danos

March 15–17, 2016 
Bucharest, Romania 
Carmen Mihaela Rivalet and Mirela Ghenea

March 17–19, 2016 
Netanya, Israel 
Inna Gorokhovsky

March 18–20, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Antje Westermann

April 1–3, 2016 
Turku, Finland 
Rita Forsberg–Kimura

April 2–4, 2016 
Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom 
Daniela Eichberger and Lloyd Spencer

April 15–17, 2016 
Budapest, Hungary 
Timea Thomazy

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES
ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

DISCOVERING		
YOUR	PASSION

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™	
BIRTH	TRANSITIONS

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™	
ASCENSION	
TRANSITIONS

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™	
DEATH	TRANSITIONS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXwmj-OJTtM
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-aspectology-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-aspectology-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qI0bHreSGZY
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-passion-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-passion-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDnJaZ_k39Y
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-birth-transition-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-birth-transition-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOUqgS4Fl-w
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-ascension-transition-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-ascension-transition-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-ascension-transition-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHWrrFAlPw4
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-death-transition-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-death-transition-schools.html
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April 15–17, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

April 15–17, 2016 
Warsaw, Poland 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

April 22–24, 2016 
Denver, Colorado, United States 
Paul Cook

April 22–24, 2016 
Zurich, Switzerland 
Rosmarie Lotmar

April 29–May 1, 2016 
Mérida, Yucatán, Mexico 
Maria Luisa Gaxiola and Raiza Preziuso

July 1–3, 2016 
Bucharest, Romania 
Lucieta Gavril

January 20–22, 2017 
Walding by Linz, Austria 
Andrea Fuchs

March 11–13, 2016 
Drammen, Norway 
Evy Finjord Heggelund and Eva Storrusten

March 18–20, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

March 25–27, 2016 
Madrid, Spain 
Denise Nicolau

March 25–27, 2016 
Syke (near Bremen), Germany 
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer

April 8–10, 2016 
Buvika, Norway 
Evy Finjord Heggelund and Eva Storrusten

April 22–24, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Silke Steininger

April 22–24, 2016 
Toronto, Canada 
Andrea Spitzer and Brenda Harley

April 29–May 1, 2016 
Rodgau–Hainhausen, Germany 
Karin Hoyer

June 10–12, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Eva Holzheuer

March 4–6, 2016 
Basel, Switzerland 
Marika Kontuniemi

March 11–13, 2016 
Turku, Finland 
Rita Forsberg–Kimura

March 25–27, 2016 
Tuusula, Finland 
Irma Rantala

April 29–May 1, 2016 
Warsaw, Poland 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

June 3–5, 2016 
Turku, Finland 
Rita Forsberg–Kimura

May 13–16, 2016 
Budapest, Hungary 
Timea Thomazy

June 16–19, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES
ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

NEW	ENERGY	
SYNCHROTIZETM

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

JOURNEY	OF	THE	
ANGELS

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™	
LIFE

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™	
DEATH	TRANSITIONS

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/adamus-new-energy-synchrotize-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/adamus-new-energy-synchrotize-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K5N6EQ6OLNg
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/journey-of-angels-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/journey-of-angels-schools.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRwZczztWwQ
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-life-transition-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-life-transition-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHWrrFAlPw4
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-death-transition-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-death-transition-schools.html
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES
ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

March 4–6, 2016 
Bucharest, Romania 
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta–Arsene

March 4–6, 2016 
Oberkirch/Baden, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

March 11–13, 2016 
Oberkirch, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

March 11–13, 2016 
Syke (near Bremen), Germany 
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer

March 11–13, 2016 
Madrid, Spain 
Denise Nicolau and Raquel Miranda

March 25–27, 2016 
Athens, Greece 
Maria Grigoraki and Christian Meister

March 26–28, 2016 
Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom 
Daniela Eichberger and Lloyd Spencer

March 28–30, 2016 
Rodgau–Hainhausen, Germany 
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer

April 1–3, 2016 
Mondsee near Salzburg, Austria 
Angelika Ruppert

April 8–10, 2016 
Budapest, Hungary 
Timea Thomazy and Robert Gulyas

April 8–10, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Eva Holzheuer and Rosmarie Lotmar

April 8–10, 2016 
Lausanne, Switzerland 
Sylvie Staub and Jutta Bosch

April 14–16, 2016 
Netanya, Israel 
Inna Gorokhovsky

April 15–17, 2016 
Dijon, France 
Jean–Pascal Danos and Liliia Kiselova

April 15–17, 2016 
Turku, Finland 
Rita Forsberg–Kimura and Reetta Lappalainen

April 15–17, 2016 
Treasure Island, Florida, United States 
Iwona Wirkus and Danuse Mitchell

April 15–17, 2016 
Denver, Colorado, United States 
Paul Cook and Susan B Loves

April 22-24, 2016 
Basel, Switzerland 
Marika Kontuniemi and Heidi Staeheli

April 23-25, 2016 
Sydney, Australia 
Jann Morgan and Sharon Keith

May 5-7, 2016 
Horsens, Denmark 
Anne Maribo Andersen and Finn Andersen

May 6-8, 2016 
Warsaw, Poland 
Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska and Magdalena Proch

May 6-8, 2016 
Bad Honnef, Germany 
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen

May 20-22, 2016 
Coal Creek Canyon, Golden, CO, United States 
Joep Claessens and Jean Tinder

May 20-22, 2016 
Silkeborg, Denmark 
Anne Soevang

May 20-22, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

June 10-12, 2016 
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States 
David McMaster and Virgilia Aguirre Alvarez

June 17-19, 2016 
Zurich, Switzerland 
Rosmarie Lotmar

June 24-26, 2016 
Bucharest, Romania 
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta-Arsene

October 21-23, 2016 
Silkeborg, Denmark 
Anne Soevang

CLICK	IMAGE	 	
FOR	VIDEO

SEXUAL	ENERGIES	
SCHOOL	

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-sexual-energies-schools.html
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CRIMSON  
CIRCLE 

TEACHER 
TRAINING

DREAMWALKER	DEATH

March 18–21, 2016 
Munich, Germany 
Sandra Heuschmann and Silke Steininger

READY TO BE A CRIMSON CIRCLE TEACHER?

There can be many different reasons that someone decides to 
attend a Crimson Circle Advanced Studies teacher training. 

Some do it to deepen their own personal knowledge of the mate-
rial, and some love sharing their insights with others and con-

ducting workshops. Whatever your reason, training to become a  
Crimson Circle teacher will add a new dimension to your  

personal experience of the materials.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS 

To teach any of the Crimson Circle classes, you must:

Pay for and attend the class you desire to teach

Pay for and attend Tobias’ Sexual Energies School

Check the Teacher Training listings in your area,  
or contact Maija Leisso for more information 

Note that for some Advanced Studies certifications  
(Aspectology, Journey of the Angels and  

DreamWalker Life) you must also be a certified  
Sexual Energies School teacher.

MORE INFO

mailto:maija@crimsoncircle.com
http://www.crimsoncircle.com/Events/AdvancedStudies/TeacherTrainings.aspx
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DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese; 
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish

VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS

N E W  T R A N S L A T I O N S
Category Title Language Link

FREE Feb	14	Special	
Message DE,ES, FI,FR,HU,IT,LV,NO,PT,RO,SR,SV MORE INFO

Adamus	on	Paris DE,DK,ES,FI,FR,IT,JP,LV,NL,NO, 
PL,PT,RO,RU,SR,SV MORE INFO

Special 
Topics Soul	Encounter DE,ES,IT,NL,NO,PT,RO,RU,UK MORE INFO

Facets	of	Wisdom DE,GR,JP,LV,NO,PL,PT,RO,SV,TU MORE INFO

Dream-
Walks

Beyond	the	Noise:	
This	is	Yours LV MORE INFO

Releasing	
Emotional	Wounds ES, NO, PL MORE INFO

Journey	to	the	
Crystal	Caves DE, PL MORE INFO

Intensives End	of	the	New	Age DE,ES,IT,JP,LV,NO,PL,PT,SV MORE INFO

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/media/wysiwyg/pdf/Translation_Table.pdf
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Hub/Adamus-Message-to-Shaumbra
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/adamus-saint-germain-on-paris-attacks.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/kuthumi-and-ah-kir-rah-soul-encounter.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/facets-of-wisdom-3249.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/dreamwalk-this-is-yours-going-beyond-the-noise.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/dreamwalkr-for-releasing-emotional-wounds.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/dreamwalk-to-the-crystal-caves.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/end-of-the-new-age.html
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